What is New to ARMA?

These new resources and offerings are awesome. They help professionals grow their careers and excel at their jobs. However, potential members (and some current members) may be in the dark.

Over the last year, ARMA released a plethora of new offerings that look very different than the resources (most free!) that members of a few years ago were used to. Below we also include a sneak peek of a few offerings coming in the spring of 2022.

Familiarize yourself with the list below and pick around 3 that you can discuss in detail. This will be especially helpful if you are talking with a past member or someone who engaged with ARMA in the past but hasn’t been as active recently.

- **ACEDS Affinity Partnership** - Special offers and discounts extended to members of each association.
- **Corporate Memberships** – Corporate bundled membership and training that brings ARMA membership to more individuals within an organization.
- **Members Only Webinars** - ARMA Members have exclusive access to webinars and educational programs scheduled several times a year.
- **Education Theme months** – New in 2022, ARMA has announced what topics each month’s webinars will evolve around and all chapters to coordinate their calendars with ARMA International.
- **Mentor program** – An individual is matched with a seasoned professional to help support his or her career growth. Members only.
- **Updated Essentials of RIM Course** – Coming in summer of 2022, updates to the Essential of RIM Certificate Course.
- **Updated IGP Exam** – Coming in summer of 2022, updates to the IGP exam and study materials.
- **Student Membership** discount – Full-time students can join as a Professional member for $25.
- **Virtual Industry Groups** - Access to specific Industry Groups to seek ideas from colleagues, network, share ideas, and get feedback.